
Questions Main Topics emerged
If you could pose three 
questions to a clairvoyant 
who can foretell the 
future, what would you 
ask?
* Alternatives: What keeps 
you up at night? What is 
the main concern about 
future? 

1. Digitalisation / Technology

2. Tourism (sustainable)

3. Agriculture (organic)

4. Demography

5. Education

6. Jobs (opportunities and future developments)

7. Economical situation (energy sector, industry)

8. Cultural offer

9. Administrative organisation

10. Society (awareness in ecology, of territorial assets, sustainable food production)



 In the best possible world 
what would you hope for?

1. Tourism (authentic, alternative, health; uniqueness)

2. Cooperation (between sectors, people, crossborder)

3. Administrative organisation

4. Subventions

5. Cultural heritage (language)

6. Ecosystem services (agricultute, energy, landscape)

7. Digitalisation / Technological innovation



 In the worst possible 
world what are your 
greatest fears?

1. Tourism (mismanagement, wrong strategy, wrong investements, lack of investments)

2. Politics (wrong people elected)

3. Cooperation (lack, conflicts, closure)

4. Digitalisation / Technological Innovation (lack)

5. Ecology (too much protection, no balance) 

6. Economical situation (energy market, crossborder economy)

7. Public Services (health, education,post offices: lack) 

8. No worst case is possible
No change needed

9. Mindset (not beliving in potential)

 What major decisions 
with long the term 
implications are faced at 
the term implications are 
faced at the moment? 

1. Politics / Administrative Organisation

2. Investments

3. Mindset

4. Education

5. Cooperation (intersectorial)



What pivot events from 
the past few years provide 
good lessons at the 
moment?

1. Politics / Administrative Organisation

2. Agriculture (investments, landscape)

3. Natural disasters (land slides, floods)

4. Investments (hydropower, railways, renewable energy, internet)

5. Regional development projects (UNESCO RhB, 100% Valposchiavo, Progetto 
Poschiavo)

6.  Subventions 

7. Public services (mantaining)

8. Mindset

9. Cultural events



 What major constraints 
do you experience 
inside/outside the 
organisation/system?

Inside
1. Political (populism, radicalisation)

2. Lack of collaboration (internal and external)

3. Negative Mindset (Envy, laziness, lack of innovation)

4. Conflicts between interest groups

5. Demography (no more people)

Outside
6. No particular constraints

7. Ecomomic situation

8. Climate change

9. Wrong political decisions (language minirity, fear of  less subventions or investments)



 If all constraints were 
removed, and you could 
direct what is done, what 
would you do?

1. Mindset

2. Investments (infrastructures, landscape, culture, mobility, roads, tourism)

3. Public Services

4. Education

5. Collaboration

6. No constraints existing


